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Abstract

In this study, we propose a novel computational framework for designing innovative self-expandable femoral stents. First,
two-dimensional stent unit cell is designed by inverse homogenization topology optimization. In particular, the unit cell is

ptimized in terms of contact area with the target of matching prescribed mechanical properties. The topology optimization
s enriched by an anisotropic mesh adaptation strategy, enabling a time- and cost-effective procedure that promotes original
ayouts. Successively, the optimized stent unit cell is periodically repeated on a hollow cylindrical surface to construct the
orresponding three-dimensional device. Finally, structural mechanics and computational fluid dynamics simulations are carried
ut to verify the performance of the newly-designed stent. The proposed workflow is being tested through the design of five
roof-of-concept stents. These devices are compared through specific performance evaluations, which include the assessments
f the minimum requirement for usability, namely the ability to be crimped into a catheter, and the quantification of the radial
orce, the foreshortening, the structural integrity and the induced blood flow disturbances.

2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

eywords: Peripheral artery disease; Nitinol stent; Topology optimization; Homogenization; Anisotropic adapted mesh; Computational fluid
ynamics

1. Introduction

Vascular stents are minimally invasive mechanical devices designed as cylinder-like hollow structures obtained,
n general, by the periodic repetition of a unit cell. Stent devices are deployed inside diseased blood vessels for
roviding mural support and preventing vessel obstruction after intervention. Depending on the treated pathology and
mplantation site, stents are available with different shapes, sizes and materials (mainly metallic), and have a narrow
rofile in a crimped (i.e., radially compressed) state to easily pass and be placed inside the vessels [1–4]. Vascular
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Nomenclature

BAMG Bidimensional Anisotropic Mesh Generator
CFD Computational Fluid-Dynamics
FE Finite Element
IPOPT Interior Point OPTimizer
ISR In-Stent Restenosis
NiTi Nickel-Titanium
SIMPATY SIMP with AdaptiviTY
SIMP Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization
TAWSS Time-Averaged Wall Shear Stress
TO Topology Optimization
TSVI Topological Shear Variation Index
WSS Wall Shear Stress

stents are commonly divided into two major categories depending upon the deployment procedure [5]: balloon-
expandable stents, usually made of stainless-steel, cobalt or platinum chromium alloy, which are manufactured in a
crimped state and are plastically expanded to the vessel wall by balloon inflation; self-expandable stents, typically
made of super-elastic Nickel-Titanium (NiTi), which are manufactured slightly oversized above the vessel diameter
and elastically resume their initial shape after being crimped and released from the catheter, without the need for
balloon inflation [1,6].

Whether it is a balloon- or a self-expandable device, stents may lead to well-established clinical issues, such
s in-stent restenosis (ISR) (i.e., gradual vessel lumen re-narrowing caused by abnormal neointimal proliferation)
nd stent thrombosis (i.e., sudden occlusion of the vessel due to the formation of a blood clot), which represent
wo of the major complications still limiting the safety and success of stenting [7–9]. It has been verified that the
eometric features of the stent unit cells may have a direct impact on the occurrence of ISR and stent thrombosis
nd, more in general, on the mechanical performance of the devices as well as on the clinical outcome of the
reatment [3,4,8,10–13].

Over the last decades, significant research efforts have been conducted to improve the design of the stent unit cells
or the obtainment of an adequate response of the device. Within this context, computational methods have been
sed as an efficient tool to virtually characterize and optimize the stent design, with great advantages in terms of
ssociated costs. In recent years, in silico models have gained increasing momentum in the medical device industry,
nd structural mechanics simulations are commonly adopted to support the design process of stents, especially in
he initial proof-of-concept stage [14,15]. For instance, several computational frameworks, merging geometric- with
hysics-based features, have been developed to optimize the mechanical performance of stents with the final goal
f improving the effectiveness of the endovascular treatment [16–24].

Among the optimization strategies that can be used to aid the design of vascular stents, topology optimization
TO) represents an attractive procedure for the systematic design of new layouts of the devices. The idea is to
ptimize the topology of the stent in order to match specific design requirements [25]. Few contributions are
vailable in the literature where a TO-based strategy is applied to vascular stent design. As possible examples,
O-based approaches have been applied to: a commercially available drug-eluting stent, aiming at increasing the
tent strut stiffness while retaining the drug holding capacity [26]; the optimization of the stent material layout,
ailoring the structure to achieve a bi-stable snap-through behavior [27]; the investigation of the material distribution
f coronary artery auxetic stents, improving both the structural and hemodynamic properties of the device [28,29];
aximizing the radial stiffness of a polymeric stent [30].
In this work, we propose a computational framework based on TO for the design of innovative self-expandable

emoral stents to be deployed inside diseased femoropopliteal arteries. This task is particularly challenging due to
he severe deformations that femoropopliteal arteries undergo during lower limb movements [31,32], which in turn
mpose complex loading conditions to the implanted devices, leading to high failure rates [7]. The computational
ramework here presented is inspired by inverse homogenization, namely a consolidated technique for the optimal
2
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Fig. 1. Main steps of the workflow for the design and verification of new self-expandable femoral artery stents.

esign of microscopic unit cells that confer desired properties to a lattice material at the macroscale [25]. Thus, since
stent can be conceived as the repetition of a unit cell onto a cylindrical surface, we aim to design from scratch new

tent unit cells to ideally guarantee geometric, structural or hemodynamic properties to the whole device. With this
im, we resort to the microSIMPATY algorithm [33] which enhances a standard inverse homogenization topology
ptimization approach with a customized choice of the computational mesh in a finite element setting. In more
etail, an anisotropic adapted mesh is adopted to make the design process time- and cost-effective through a fully
utomatic procedure. This phase constitutes the first step of a new design workflow that sequentially generates two-
imensional stent unit cells, periodically repeats the optimized cells on a hollow cylindrical surface for generating
he three-dimensional stent design, and, finally, verifies the response of the device in terms of structural mechanics
nd computational fluid dynamics criteria.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 represents the modeling and methodological core of the manuscript,
y setting the workflow yielding the new stent designs. In particular, after listing the stent design requirement and
he assessment criteria under consideration in this work, in Section 2.1 we formalize the inverse homogenization
O procedure, with an example of an innovative 2D cell. Section 2.2 deals with the generation of a 3D stent,
tarting from the optimized unit layout. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the structural mechanics and CFD analysis
erformed on the new stent designs. Section 3 is devoted to the numerical assessment of the whole pipeline on five
roof-of-concept cell layouts. Section 4 discusses the obtained results, the limitations of the proposed methodology
nd some hints on possible future perspectives. Finally, Section 5 gathers concluding remarks.

. Methods

The proposed procedure for the design of self-expandable femoral artery stents has the goal of delivering
nnovative devices that comply with standard regulations for vascular clinical practices, such as the minimization
f the risks associated with the implantation. To this aim, we settle a workflow which consists of the steps:
i) inverse TO to generate 2D designs of stent unit cells meeting specific requirements (see Section 2.1); (ii) use

of the identified 2D unit cells as the basis for generating 3D stent models (see Section 2.2); (iii) finite element
(FE)-based simulations of the complete crimping cycle of the 3D stent models generated in (ii), in order to evaluate
the nonlinear structural behavior (see Section 2.3); (iv) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations on the

enerated 3D stent models in idealized vessels to assess the stent impact on the hemodynamics (see Section 2.4).
Fig. 1 shows the 2D–3D workflow, from the design to the verification of new self-expandable femoral artery

tents. In particular, the design phase (i) aims at minimizing the contact area (i.e., the device volume fraction)
etween the stent and the luminal surface of the vessel, which, in turn, reduces the risks associated with tissue
ngrowth, ISR and thrombosis [34,35]. The 2D–3D paradigm in phase (ii) is based on two main assumptions,

consistently with the available literature [27,36]. First, the large mismatch between the stent strut thickness (200 µm)
and the device cylindrical surface diameter (7 mm) justifies the employment of a plane stress setting in the design
phase (i). In addition, we set a fixed strut thickness during the optimization process, since this is a distinguishing
feature for femoral artery stents. As an advantageous byproduct, the employment of the 2D–3D framework reduces
the computational cost of the design phase, with respect to a full 3D scenario. A posteriori, in the validation phases
(iii) and (iv), we assess the biomechanical behavior of the femoral stent, by focusing on:
3
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• the radial force applied by the implanted stent to the vessel wall, that has to be adequate for scaffolding the
diseased artery, thus avoiding the damaging of the surrounding arterial wall tissue [3,37,38];

• the foreshortening of the stent, that enables a precise placement (i.e., covering the whole length of the lesion)
once expanded in situ [3,37,38];

• the structural integrity of the stent, which is guaranteed by low (peak) maximum principal strains on the stent
when encased inside the delivery system [18];

• the blood flow disturbances induced by the struts of the implanted stent, which are expected to be minimal,
in order to reduce the risk factors promoting ISR or thrombosis [34].

2.1. The design of unit stent cells

The design of 2D stent unit cells – namely the first step of the workflow in Fig. 1 – has the principal goal of
inimizing the contact area of the stent, jointly with the enforcement of suitable constraints on the stiffness of the

tent unit cells, under prescribed loading conditions. With this aim, we adopt the microSIMPATY algorithm [33],
hich allows designing from scratch unit cells targeting prescribed properties through a TO process. Physical
ackground and technical details of the microSIMPATY tool are provided in the two following sections and
uccessively applied to a benchmark configuration in Section 2.1.3.

.1.1. The physical background and the design strategy
MicroSIMPATY combines a standard topology optimization approach with the homogenization theory, and

esorts to an anisotropic mesh adaptation procedure to increase the computational efficiency of the whole design
lgorithm. Hereafter, we formalize the reference physical framework, the selected topology optimization method,
nd the discretization scheme based on adapted meshes.

he homogenization theory. The physical setting that we adopt to design stent unit cells is represented by
he homogenized linear elasticity model [39,40]. Homogenization is the standard mathematical process used to
ncorporate the information associated with the small scales (the stent unit cell, in the case under study) into a

acroscopic problem (the whole stent). By resorting to an asymptotic expansion, it is customary to express the
aterial properties by means of a single quantity, EH

∈ R3×3, which replaces the stiffness tensor E ∈ R3×3 in the
linear constitutive stress–strain relation σ(u) = Eε(u), with u the displacement,

σ(u) =

⎛⎝σ11(u)
σ22(u)
σ12(u)

⎞⎠ , ε(u) =

⎛⎝ ε11(u)
ε22(u)

2ε12(u)

⎞⎠ , E =

⎛⎝E1111 E1122 E1112
E2211 E2222 E2212
E1211 E1222 E1212

⎞⎠ , (1)

here ε denotes the strain tensor
(
∇u + ∇uT

)
/2 according to the Voigt notation [41]. Thus, we end up with the

omogenized constitutive stress–strain relation σH (u) = EHε(u), where the stiffness tensor EH can be expressed
omponentwise by

E H
i jkl(u

∗,i j , u∗,kl) =
1

|Ω |

∫
Ω

[σ(u0,i j ) − σ(u∗,i j )] : [ε(u0,kl) − ε(u∗,kl)]dΩ , (2)

here Ω ⊂ R2 denotes the unit cell of the stent, while u∗,mn are the fluctuations induced by the test displacement
elds u0,mn , for mn = i j, kl ∈ I = {11, 22, 12}, with u0,11

= (x1, 0)T , u0,22
= (0, x2)T , u0,12

= (x2, 0)T .
Fluctuations u∗,mn belong to a function space V to be properly selected and satisfy the equation∫

Ω

σ(u∗,mn) : ε(v)dΩ =

∫
Ω

σ(u0,mn) : ε(v)dΩ ∀v ∈ V . (3)

he state equation (3) is solved in the space V = [H 1
⟲(Ω )]2 of the H 1(Ω )-vector functions2 satisfying periodic

oundary conditions along the cell boundary, ∂Ω , according to the asymptotic homogenization theory.

2 Throughout the paper, we adopt standard notations for the function spaces following [42].
4
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Inverse homogenization topology optimization. TO searches the optimal distribution of a material inside a design
domain, Ω , targeting prescribed objectives under a set of physical and design constraints. In such a context, it is
customary to model the distribution of the material in Ω by means of a function, 1Ωmat , which indicates the portions
of the domain where the material is present or not, being

1Ωmat (x) =

{
1 for x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ωmat

0 for x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ω\Ωmat ,
(4)

with Ωmat the subset of material points in Ω . The indicator function 1Ωmat allows to generalize the constant stiffness
tensor in (1) to a quantity varying in Ω , so that E is replaced by

E1(x) = 1Ωmat (x)E0, (5)

with E0
∈ R3×3 the stiffness tensor of the selected isotropic material. The indicator function assigns non-zero

stiffness values only to the portion of the domain occupied by material, the full-material configuration in (1) being
recovered for Ωmat

≡ Ω .
From a computational viewpoint, function 1Ωmat (x) enables the solution of the problem of interest to the material

domain Ωmat , while setting the equations in the whole design domain Ω . In practice, the Boolean function 1Ωmat is
regularized, for instance, by resorting to a level set function [43], or by introducing a continuous auxiliary function
ρ, which models the density material distribution inside the design domain Ω [25]. In this work, we adopt the latter
approach. In particular, function ρ takes values in [0, 1], where ρ(x) = 1 identifies solid material points, while
ρ(x) = 0 corresponds to void. Vice versa, intermediate density values (0 < ρ(x) < 1) correspond to a non-physical
material state. In order to limit the presence of such intermediate densities, we resort to the well-known Solid
Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) approach [25], which leads us to replace the stiffness tensor in (5)
with

Eρ(x) = ρ p(x)E0, (6)

where p > 0 is a penalization exponent.
Thus, a generic SIMP-based TO approach can be stated as the following constrained minimization problem:

min
ρ

J (w(ρ), ρ) :

⎧⎨⎩ aρ(w(ρ), v) = fρ(v) ∀v ∈ V
c ≤ c(w(ρ), ρ) ≤ c̄
ρ ≤ ρ ≤ 1,

(7)

where J (·, ρ) is the objective functional; the first constraint models the physics underlying the minimization process,
with w and v the trial and the test function in V , respectively; the second constraint introduces a lower and an upper
control (c and c̄, respectively) onto the physical and/or design quantities collected in c(·, ρ); the third inequality
imposes an admissible range for ρ, the null value being replaced by ρ > 0 to avoid numerical drawbacks. In
general, TO problem (7) is non-convex, and the uniqueness of the minimum can be ensured only by introducing a
sufficient number of constraints.

As regards the TO problem applied to the design of stents, we particularize problem (7) as

min
ρ

JS(u∗(ρ), ρ) :

⎧⎨⎩ ai j
ρ (u∗,i j (ρ), v) = f i j

ρ (v) ∀v ∈ V, i j ∈ I
eC ≤ eH

C,ρ(u∗(ρ)) ≤ eC
ρ ≤ ρ ≤ 1,

(8)

where u∗(ρ) collects the fluctuation displacement components u∗,i j (ρ) in (3); eH
C,ρ(u∗(ρ)) gathers the homogenized

stiffness tensor components

E H
qrst,ρ(u∗,qr , u∗,st ) =

1
|Ω |

∫
Ω

ρ p[σ(u0,qr ) − σ(u∗,qr )] : [ε(u0,st ) − ε(u∗,st )]dΩ ,

constraining the design process, with qrst ∈ I∗
⊆ {i jkl : i j, kl ∈ I}, and where the dependence of u∗,i j (ρ) on

ρ has been dropped to simplify the notation; vectors eC and eC provide the lower and upper bounds associated with
the components E H

qrst,ρ , which are expected to be compatible with the theoretical Hashin–Shtrikman bounds [44].
Since we are interested in controlling the contact area between the stent and the luminal surface of the vessel,

e select the goal functional in (8) as the quadratic deviation between a target volume fraction, V , and the actual
f

5
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volume of the structure, namely

JS(u∗, ρ) = JS(ρ) =

(
1

|Ω |

∫
Ω

ρdΩ − V f

)2

. (9)

In particular, minimizing the volume of the stent unit cell leads to choose V f = 0 in (9) so that JS(ρ) simplifies to
Ω |

−1 ∫
Ω ρdΩ .

The physical model constraining the TO in (8) coincides with the SIMP-variant of Eq. (3) for the displacement
uctuations in the unit cell, being

ai j
ρ (u∗,i j , v) =

∫
Ω

ρ pσ(u∗,i j ) : ε(v)dΩ ,

f i j
ρ (v) =

∫
Ω

ρ pσ(u0,i j ) : ε(v)dΩ ,

(10)

ith V = V = [H 1
⟲(Ω )]2.

With a view to the discretization of the optimization problem (8), we resort to a FE approximation for the design
ariable ρ, the displacement trial and the test functions, u∗,i j and v. We partition the stent unit cell design domain

with a family of conforming tessellations {Th}h , consisting of triangular elements K with h the maximum of the
iameters hK . In particular, here the discrete space selected for ρ coincides with the set of the Ω -periodic piecewise
ffine polynomials, Rh = {rh ∈ C0(Ω ) : rh

⏐⏐
K ∈ P1(K )} ∩ H 1

⟲(Ω ), while the components u∗,i j of u∗ and v are
hosen in Vh = [Rh]2, so that the discrete counterpart of (8) can be expressed as

min
ρh

JS(ρh) :

⎧⎨⎩ ai j
ρh (u∗,i j

h , vh) = f i j
ρh (vh) ∀vh ∈ Vh, i j ∈ I

eC ≤ eH
C,ρh

(u∗

h) ≤ eC
ρ ≤ ρh ≤ 1.

(11)

Anisotropic adaptive finite element discretization. To manage the discrete constrained optimization problem in (11),
we adopt the recently proposed microSIMPATY algorithm [33], which combines SIMP inverse homogenization
with an anisotropic mesh adaptation strategy. This approach allows overcoming some of the limitations hampering
the use of the discrete SIMP formulation, in particular the ones related to the adopted approximation, such
as the greyscale effect, the generation of jagged boundaries as well as of complex structures which are far
from being manufacturable [45,25]. Moreover, the use of an adaptive mesh ensures to limit the employment of
filtering techniques in the design and the post-processing of the optimized layout, thus yielding an automatic and
cost-effective tool.

Anisotropic adapted meshes are recognized as an ideal instrument to model problems characterized by strong
gradients along certain directions. This is the case of the design of structures where the material density exhibits a
sharp gradient along the solid/void interface. The benefits led by the employment of a customized mesh within the
TO process have been widely investigated for applications both at the macro- and at the micro-scale [46–52].

The key role played by the gradient of the density function in the topology optimization of structures suggested
selecting ∇ρ as a driving quantity for the adaptation of the computational mesh. With this aim, we adopt the
well-known a posteriori recovery-based error estimator proposed by O.C. Zienkiewicz and J.Z. Zhu in [53,54] to
control the H 1(Ω )-seminorm of the discretization error. In the case of the optimization of structures, we apply such
an estimator to the density function. This leads us to replace the seminorm

|eh(ρ)|H1(Ω) =

[∫
Ω

⏐⏐∇ρ − ∇ρh
⏐⏐2dΩ

]1/2

=

[ ∑
K∈Th

∫
K

⏐⏐∇ρ − ∇ρh
⏐⏐2d K

]1/2

(12)

ith the computable value

ξ =

[ ∑
K∈Th

ξ 2
K

]1/2

=

[ ∑
K∈Th

∫
K

⏐⏐Ξ P (ρh)
⏐⏐2d K

]1/2

, (13)

P (ρh) = P(ρh) − ∇ρh being the recovered error. Quantities ξ and ξK denote the global and local error estimator;
P(ρh) represents the so-called recovered gradient which surrogates the exact (unknown) gradient ∇ρ in (12), by

averaging and/or projecting the discrete gradient ∇ρh . Several recipes are available in the literature to define

6
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the main quantities defining the anisotropy of element K .

(ρh) [54–59]. MicroSIMPATY employs the recovery formula

P(ρh)(x) = [P1(ρh)(x), P2(ρh)(x)]T
= |∆K |

−1
∑

T ∈∆K

|T | ∇ρh
⏐⏐
T (x) x ∈ K , (14)

ith ∆K = {T ∈ Th : T ∩ K ̸= ∅} the patch of elements associated with K , and |∆K | the patch area. Recipe (14),
oinciding with an area-weighted average of the discrete gradient across the elements in ∆K , is here selected since
t is straightforward to be computed, cost-effective, and it turns out to be instrumental to an easy generalization of
stimator (13) to an anisotropic setting. Indeed, following [60], we consider the anisotropic counterpart of estimator
, given by

η =

[ ∑
K∈Th

η2
K

]1/2

,

ith

η2
K =

1
λ1,K λ2,K

2∑
i=1

λ2
i,K (rT

i,K G∆K (Ξ P (ρh))ri,K ). (15)

In (15) the quantities λi,K (with λ1,K ≥ λ2,K > 0) and ri,K , i = 1, 2, fully characterize size, shape and orientation
of the generic element K , providing the length and the direction of the semi-axes of the ellipse circumscribed to
K (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, the symmetric positive semidefinite matrix G∆K , with entries[

G∆K (Ξ P (ρh))
]

i j =

∑
T ∈∆K

∫
T
ΞP,i (ρh) ΞP, j (ρh)dT i, j = 1, 2, (16)

separates the components ΞP,k(ρh) = Pk(ρh) − ∂xk ρh ∈ L2(Ω ) (k = 1, 2) of the recovered error, in order to be
projected along the anisotropic directions. Finally, the scaling factor (λ1,K λ2,K )−1 guarantees the consistency of the
anisotropic estimator η with the isotropic case in (13).

To exploit the estimator in (15) for the generation of an anisotropic adapted mesh which captures the steep
gradients characterizing ρh , we follow the metric-based approach in [61]. This technique allows us to predict the new
local geometric features, MK = {λA

i,K , rA
i,K }i=1,2 for each K ∈ Th , constituting the global metric M = {MK }K∈Th

associated with the new adapted mesh. To define MK , we employ an optimization procedure based on the following
criteria:

C1) setting of a user-defined accuracy, tolη, onto the global estimator;
C2) minimization of the mesh cardinality #Th (i.e., the number of the mesh elements);
C3) equidistribution of the tolerance tolη throughout the mesh elements.

Criterion (C1) allows tuning the accuracy of the discrete solution according to the specific user’s demands; the
second rule implements a mesh cheapness requirement and is equivalent to maximize the area of each triangle;
(C3) balances the estimator distribution across the new grid, imposing

η2
K =

tol2
η
. (17)
#Th

7
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To guarantee the minimization of the mesh cardinality, we rescale the local estimator in (15) with respect to the
rea of the patch, so that

η2
K = CK λ1,K λ2,K

[
sK

(
rT

1,K G∗

∆K
(Ξ P )r1,K

)
+

1
sK

(
rT

2,K G∗

∆K
(Ξ P )r2,K

)]
,

ith CK an explicitly computable constant, sK = λ1,K /λ2,K ≥ 1 the aspect ratio of the element K , measuring
he deformation of the triangle (with sK = s∆K = 1 corresponding to an equilateral triangle), G∗

∆K
(Ξ P ) =

∆K (Ξ P )/|∆K | the scaled counterpart of the matrix in (16). We observe that the dependence of the recovered
rror on ρh has been dropped.

The equivalence between the mesh cardinality minimization and the element area maximization, combined with
quality (17), leads us to solve the following constrained minimization problem on each element K ∈ Th :

min
sK ,ri,K

IK
(
sK ,

{
ri,K

}
i=1,2

)
:

{
ri,K · r j,K = δi j

sK ≥ 1,
(18)

ith

IK
(
sK ,

{
ri,K

}
i=1,2

)
= sK

(
rT

1,K G∗

∆K
(Ξ P )r1,K

)
+

1
sK

(
rT

2,K G∗

∆K
(Ξ P )r2,K

)
,

nd δi j the Kronecker symbol. Problem (18) admits an explicit solution {s A
K , rA

i,K }i=1,2, given by

s A
K =

√
g1,K /g2,K , rA

1,K = g2,K , rA
2,K = g1,K , (19)

here {gi,K , gi,K }i=1,2 denote the eigenpairs associated with matrix G∗

∆K
(Ξ P ) [61]. Relation (17) is finally exploited

o derive the two optimal anisotropic lengths λA
1,K and λA

2,K from the aspect ratio s A
K in (19), thus obtaining

λA
1,K = g−1/2

2,K

(
tol2

η

2 #Th CK

)1/2

, λA
2,K = g−1/2

1,K

(
tol2

η

2 #Th CK

)1/2

. (20)

he optimal lengths λA
i,K in (20) and directions rA

i,K in (19) constitute the optimal metric MK associated with triangle
K . These local metrics define the global metric M to be passed as an input to a metric-based mesh generator, as
etailed in the next section. The interested reader can find more insights about the whole adaptive process in [61].

.1.2. MicroSIMPATY algorithm for the design of engineered stent unit cells
In this section, we focus on the main software tools used to implement microSIMPATY algorithm. Concerning

he solution to problem (11), we resort to: FreeFEM [62] as a FE solver to approximate the state equations
onstraining the optimization process; the large-scale nonlinear Interior Point OPTimizer (IPOPT) [63] to carry out
he constrained minimization; the mesh generator BAMG (Bidimensional Anisotropic Mesh Generator) integrated
n FreeFEM to build the adapted mesh [64]. In particular, BAMG requires the metric M at the vertices, z, of the

esh Th . For this reason, we convert the piecewise constant metric, M = {MK }, defined by (19)–(20) into a
iecewise linear field, M̃ = {M̃z}, by using the average

M̃z =
1

|∆z|

∑
K∈∆z

|K |MK , (21)

ith ∆z the patch of elements associated with vertex z.
As a last step, we further improve metric M̃ in order to avoid any numerical bias in the structural mechanical

nalysis [65]. Indeed, it is known that elongated elements may influence the reliability of such an analysis, leading
o an under-/over-estimation of the quantities involved in the design process. To overcome this issue, we adopt the
trategy proposed in [66], where highly stretched triangles are alternated to isotropic elements of size hiso. The
dea is to exploit the capability of an anisotropic mesh of sharply tracking the layout boundaries, while preserving
hape-regular triangles in the internal part of the structure to keep the computed mechanical quantities unbiased.
e refer to such hybrid computational tessellation as to a graded mesh.
The overall design procedure supported by microSIMPATY is listed in Algorithm 1. The input parameters

re: three tolerance values and a maximum number of iterations, constraining the design process; the bounds
haracterizing the box inequalities in (11) together with the set of indices I∗ identifying the homogenized stiffness
tensor components for the design process; the goal volume fraction involved in the definition of functional JS in (9);

8
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the initial material density and mesh. The choice of the input parameters unavoidably affects the output layout τ .
In particular, the literature confirms the influence of the initial design setting on the final structure (see, e.g., [45]).

Algorithm 1 microSIMPATY for engineered stent unit cells design

1: Input: tolJ , tolη, tolM , kmax, ρ, eC , eC , I∗, V f , ρ
(0)
h , T (0)

h
2: Set k = 0, errM = 1 + tolM ;
3: while errM > tolM and k < kmax do
4: ρ̃

(k+1)
h = IPOPT(ρ(k)

h , T (k)
h , V f , ρ, eC, eC, I∗,G, ∇ρG, tolJ );

5: ρ
(k+1)
h = filtering(ρ̃(k+1)

h , β, r f );
6: T (k+1)

h = adaptation(T (k)
h , ρ

(k+1)
h , tolη);

7: errM = |#T (k+1)
h − #T (k)

h |/#T (k)
h ;

8: k = k + 1
9: end while

10: τ = ρ
(k)
h ;

11: EH
τ = homogenize(τ );

12: Output: τ , E H
τ

MicroSIMPATY alternates an optimization step (line 4), a filtering phase (line 5) and the anisotropic mesh
daptation procedure (line 6), within a while loop, controlled in terms of the stagnation of the relative mesh
ardinality and of the maximum number, kmax, of allowed iterations.

Function IPOPT returns the new density distribution ρ̃
(k+1)
h obtained starting from the current design variable ρ

(k)
h

ssociated with mesh T (k)
h , in order to match tolerance tolJ . In particular, vector G gathers the goal functional and

he constrained quantities, namely,

G = [JS(ρ), eH
C,ρ]T , (22)

hile ∇ρG collects the associated sensitivities (see [50] for more details, where a Lagrangian approach is adopted
o compute the derivative of the components of G with respect to ρ).

Concerning the filtering phase, we employ a differentiable variant of the Heaviside function, characterized by
arameter β, and a Helmholtz-like filter with a radius equal to r f [67,68]. The action of the Heaviside function is
o sharpen the layout boundary by removing the intermediate material densities (the larger β, the more clear-cut the
oundary design). The Helmholtz-like filter smooths the irregularities and erases the thin features possibly arising
long the structure boundary (the larger r f , the more effective the smoothing action).

Successively, the filtered density ρ
(k+1)
h is used by function adaptation to compute the nodewise metric in (21)

nd to generate the new anisotropic adapted mesh.
MicroSIMPATY algorithm returns the optimized layout τ together with the associated homogenized stiffness

ensor E H
τ of components

E H
i jkl,τ (u∗,i j , u∗,kl) =

1
|Ω |

∫
Ω

τ p[σ(u0,i j ) − σ(u∗,i j )] : [ε(u0,kl) − ε(u∗,kl)]dΩ ,

or i j , kl ∈ I.

.1.3. An example of innovative stent base cells
In this section, we investigate the performance of Algorithm 1 on a first case study, while referring to Section 3.1

or different optimization scenarios. We carry out the design phase in a non-dimensional setting to promote the
enerality of the framework, thus being fully independent of any specific material and cell dimension.

Concerning the physical background, we identify the design domain Ω with the square (0, 10)2. We consider an
sotropic reference material with constitutive law σ(u) = 2µ ε(u) + λ tr(ε(u))I, being λ = EY ν/[(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)]
nd µ = EY /[2(1 + ν)] the Lamé coefficients, EY = 60 and ν = 0.33 the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio,
r(·) the trace operator, and I the identity tensor. Finally, the SIMP penalization exponent p in (10) is set to 4.

The optimization in line 4 of Algorithm 1 is performed by setting ρ
(0)
h = | sin(2πx/8) sin(2πy/8)| on an initial

tructured grid, T (0), with 5000 elements, V = 0, ρ = 10−4, I∗
= {1111, 1122}, e = [E , E ]T

=
h f C 1111 1122

9
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o

Fig. 3. Design 1. Optimized unit cell τ and associated graded mesh (A); 3 × 3 periodic lattice (B).

[0.25, 0.50]T , eC = [E1111, E1122]T
= [1.0, 1.0]T , G as in (22) with eH

C,ρ = [E H
1111,ρ, E H

1122,ρ]T , and tolJ = 10−6.
Function ρ

(0)
h , characterized by uniformly distributed circular holes, is expected to promote a feature-rich final

optimized structure. Quantities E H
1111,ρ and E H

1122,ρ are here considered to generate the proof-of-concept design,
although any other component of the homogenized stiffness tensor could be included in eH

C,ρ , according to the
specific design requirement.

The filtering consists of a sharpening of the material/void interface, followed by a smoothing of the possible
irregularities along such a boundary at each iteration. With this aim, the parameter of the Heaviside function is
chosen as β = 2, while the filtering radius r f for the Helmholtz filter is set to 0.06 and reduced by a factor of 1.5
at each iteration k.

The anisotropic mesh adaptation is tuned by the tolerance tolη = 10−3. Finally, the design iterations are
controlled by parameters tolM and kmax selected equal to 10−5 and 5, respectively.

MicroSIMPATY algorithm delivers the stent unit cell of Fig. 3, panel (A) (referred to as Design 1 in the sequel)
after 5 iterations, completed in 395 seconds.3 The output volume fraction is 6.11% of the initial design domain
volume. This justifies the very thin struts and guarantees a low contact area in the final cell layout. The mesh
adaptation procedure, graded with hiso = 1/40, yields a final grid consisting of 12304 elements, whose maximum
deformation is confined along the cell boundary and corresponds to smax

K = 60.11 ≫ s∆K .
The homogenized stiffness tensor associated with Design 1 is

EH
τ =

⎛⎝0.497 0.507 0.010
0.507 0.545 0.013
0.010 0.013 0.046

⎞⎠ , (23)

which corroborates that the two box constraints in (11) are matched, approaching the lower bound in both cases.
Finally, we observe that the convergence history of the objective functional, of the box constraints, and of the

mesh cardinality are very similar to the ones in [69, Fig. 3].

Remark 1. We assess the reliability of the graded mesh in accurately computing the mechanical properties, for a
given fixed design layout. To this aim, we project the density field τ in Fig. 3 onto: (1) a mesh characterized by 500
uniform subintervals along the cell sides, assumed as the ground truth (GT); (2) the mesh in Fig. 3 when varying
the uniform diameter, hiso, of the internal isotropic tessellation, while preserving the anisotropic elements along
the design boundary. Successively, we evaluate the associated homogenized stiffness tensor, denoted by EH

τ,GT and
EH

τ,hiso
, respectively.

3 The computations have been run on a MacBook Pro laptop (2022), equipped with Apple M1-Pro CPU (2.064–3.228 GHz) and 32 GBs
f RAM.
10
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Table 1
Reliability of the graded mesh in terms of mechanical
properties for different values for hiso.

hiso Err2,hiso #Th

1/20 9.33 8880
1/30 6.27 13530
1/40 5.50 12304
1/50 5.45 21260

Fig. 4. 3D stent geometry reconstruction procedure: repositioning and scaling (A), projection (B), repetition (C), and extrusion (D). The
adopted cylindrical coordinate reference system is highlighted in panel (A). For visualization clarity, only half stent is represented in panels
(C) and (D).

We quantify the mismatch between EH
τ,hiso

and EH
τ,GT with respect to the 2-norm, by computing

Err2,hiso =
∥EH

τ,hiso
− EH

τ,GT ∥2

∥EH
τ,GT ∥2

100.

Table 1 gathers the results of this reliability analysis, by providing the values of Err2,hiso and the mesh cardinality,
or different choices of hiso. We empirically observe that the percentage error decreases when hiso approaches zero.
his feature allows us to reach a prescribed accuracy provided that the internal isotropic tessellation is sufficiently
ne, while preserving the computational benefits led by an anisotropic adapted mesh (e.g., for the design in Fig. 3,
2304 elements of the graded mesh guarantee an accuracy similar to the one provided by the ground truth mesh
onsisting of 500000 elements).

.2. 3D stent geometry reconstruction

This section focuses on the second block of the workflow of Fig. 1 by describing how to obtain the 3D stent
eometry from the 2D unit cell topologically optimized by microSIMPATY algorithm. In practice, we resort to a
-step procedure implemented with Hypermesh software (Altair Engineering, Troy, MI, USA), which receives as
nput the .stl file of the optimized layout τ . A dimensional notation for the material and domain size is adopted
rom this block onward, since, at this stage, the workflow moves from the abstract design phase to a practical stent

erformance analysis. The process is sketched in Fig. 4 and consists in:

11
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Fig. 5. FE structural analysis of a complete crimping cycle. (A) Crimping step. (B) Expansion step.

• the repositioning and the uniform scaling of the 2D unit cell by a factor s = π D/n, with D the diameter of the
selected cylindrical surface and n the number of cell repetitions along the device circumference (panel (A)).
This procedure is employed to avoid convergence issues of the nonlinear structural mechanics simulations of
stent crimping;

• the projection of the 2D cell onto a cylindrical surface with diameter D = 7 mm (panel (B));
• the repetition of the projected cell n = 10 times along the circumferential (θ ) and 5 times along the axial

(z) direction, respectively (panel (C)). The number of 5 unit cells repetition along the axial direction is selected
to avoid undesirable boundary effects in the structural mechanics (see Section 2.3) and CFD simulations (see
Section 2.4). Additionally, 10 repetitions along the circumferential direction are considered based on typical
values reported in the literature for laser-cut stents [3,18,20,21];

• the extrusion of the surface lattice along the negative radial direction (r ), in order to assign a constant strut
thickness equal to 0.2 mm (panel (D)), which is a typical value for commercially available femoral stents
[36].

.3. Structural response of the stent

The 2D unit cells yielded by microSIMPATY are generated under a linear elastic regime, without accounting for
onlinearities involving large deformations, buckling instability, super-elastic NiTi material behavior and contact
onditions. However, in the third block of the workflow of Fig. 1, we carry out a nonlinear FE analysis of a
omplete crimping cycle to accurately characterize the structural performance of the new stent designs. Specifically,
he crimping test is a standard method commonly performed to characterize the mechanical performance of
tents [37,38], which aims to simulate the loading conditions that the stent experiences when it is inserted into
catheter and delivered to the deployment site.
To carry out this investigation, Hypermesh in conjunction with Abaqus/Standard (Dassault Systèmes Simulia

orp., Johnston, RI, USA) is used to implement the FE models. In particular, the structural FE simulations involve
wo components, namely the self-expandable NiTi stent and the crimping cylinder. The 3D stent geometry is
iscretized in Abaqus with C3D8R hexahedral elements with reduced integration, considering 4 and 10 elements
cross the strut width and thickness, respectively, according to previous computational studies [70,71]. The
echanical behavior of NiTi material is described by a super-elastic constitutive model [72], retrieving the material

arameters from [73] and by assigning a constant body temperature of 37 ◦C. The crimping cylinder is modeled
s a rigid cylindrical surface, with a diameter of 7.5 mm, and is discretized by using rigid surface elements
FM3D4R [74].

The structural FE analysis is carried out by using an implicit solver to deal with the nonlinear equations of
tatic equilibrium, running on 6 computing cores of a workstation equipped with Intel® Core™ i7-8700 and 32 GB
AM. The analysis includes both the crimping and the expansion steps. In the crimping step (Fig. 5, panel (A)), the
rimping cylinder is compressed by imposing a radial displacement so that the diameter is reduced from 7.5 mm
12
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to 2.3 mm (corresponding to a catheter of 7 Fr), whereas in the expansion step (Fig. 5, panel (B)) the crimping
cylinder is released to the initial diameter. The nodes on the left boundary section of the stent are constrained
along the axial direction z, the boundary nodes along the cylindrical surface undergo the radial compression and
xpansion of the catheter, while the remaining nodes are left free. Contact between the stent and the crimping
ylinder, and self-contacts between the stent struts are modeled with a pure master–slave algorithm, by assuming
friction coefficient of 0.1 and a hard-contact pressure-overclosure relationship [75]. Finally, artificial damping is

dded to stabilize the nonlinear simulations, in order to control that the ratio between the related dissipation energy
nd the total internal energy is less than 5%.

To evaluate the structural performance of the new stents, we refer to the design requirements listed in the
ntroduction of Section 2, by considering the following FE outputs:

• the peak maximum principal strain of the stent. With reference to the limit value, the material elongation at
break is set to 18%, in accordance with previously conducted tensile tests on NiTi specimens [76];

• the normalized radial force, which is computed as the sum of the generated contact normal forces along the
radial direction divided by the initial stent length;

• the normalized stent foreshortening, which is computed as (l − l0)/l0, where l0 and l are the initial stent length
and the stent length in correspondence with the variable crimping diameter, respectively.

In order to avoid undesirable boundary effects, the FE outputs are computed by considering only the central stent
ells as highlighted in Fig. 4, panel (D).

.4. Hemodynamic features of the stent

As a last step in the workflow in Fig. 1, we investigate the impact of the new stents on the arterial hemodynamics,
y performing transient, laminar CFD simulations on the stent designs successfully tested by the FE structural
nalysis in the previous section. In detail, we place the new devices in an idealized (cylindrical) geometry, modeling
he superficial femoral artery with a diameter of 6 mm. To avoid boundary effects, a stent portion approximately
3 mm long, located at 2 and 5 diameters from the model inlet and outlet section, respectively, is here considered.

The stented arterial geometry is discretized using Fluent Meshing (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). According
o [77,36], the fluid domain is discretized with tetrahedral elements in the bulk flow and with five layers of high-
uality prismatic cells near the luminal surface. The computational mesh is refined close to the stent struts to sharply
etect the small-scale flow features between struts regions (we refer to [36] for a sensitivity analysis of the mesh
ith respect to the element size).
The finite volume-based commercial code Fluent is adopted to numerically solve the discretized unsteady Navier–

tokes equations, by assuming the blood as an incompressible, homogeneous fluid, with constant density equal to
060 kg m−3. The shear-thinning blood behavior is modeled using the non-Newtonian Carreau model, describing
he relationship between viscosity and shear rate γ̇ as follows:

µ(γ̇ ) = µ∞ + (µ0 − µ∞)[1 + (Υ γ̇ )2]
m−1

2 , (24)

where µ∞ = 0.0035 Pa s and µ0 = 0.25 Pa s are the infinite and zero shear rate limit viscosities, respectively,
Υ = 25 s is the relaxation time constant, and m = 0.25 is the power law index [78]. Concerning the boundary
conditions, at the inlet section we prescribe a patient-specific parabolic velocity profile, derived from Doppler
ultrasound images [36]. In detail, the pulsatile inflow waveform amplitude is scaled with respect to the inlet diameter
to ensure a physiological mean flow rate value. A reference pressure is imposed at the outflow section. The no-slip
condition is applied to the vessel and stent walls, here assumed as rigid. Further details on the numerical setting
are exhaustively provided in [36].

The hemodynamic characteristics of the stent design are evaluated according to the fourth design requirement
listed in the introduction of Section 2. In detail, the local hemodynamics along the stented region is analyzed in
terms of the canonical quantity TAWSS (Time-Averaged Wall Shear Stress), namely the average WSS magnitude
value along the cardiac cycle. In addition, we investigate the WSS topological skeleton features at the stented region,
due to the recently emerged link to atherogenesis [79]. Following a recently proposed Eulerian-based approach [80],
the divergence of the normalized WSS vector field, σ , is used to identify the WSS contraction and expansion
WSS

13
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Table 2
Designs 1–5. MicroSIMPATY parameters distinguishing the optimized unit cells.

E1111 Ē1111 E1122 Ē1122 r f

Design 1 0.25 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.060
Design 2 0.60 0.75 0.15 0.25 0.025
Design 3 0.25 1.00 −0.40 −0.20 0.050
Design 4 0.50 1.00 0.75 1.25 0.075
Design 5 0.25 0.80 0.50 0.90 0.060

Fig. 6. Optimized unit cells τ (top) and associated .stl geometries (bottom) for Designs 1–5 (left–right).

reas at the stented vessel surface. Then, the amount of variation in WSS contraction/expansion action along the
ardiac cycle [0, T ] is quantified by the Topological Shear Variation Index (TSVI), with

TSVI =

[ 1
T

∫ T

0

[
∇ · σWSS − ∇ · σWSS

]2dt
]1/2

, (25)

amely the root-mean-square deviation of the divergence of σWSS with respect to the associated spatial average
[81,79,82].

3. Results

In this section, we consider five proof-of-concept stent designs and analyze the associated structural and fluid
dynamics performance.

3.1. TO-based stent unit cell designs

We employ Algorithm 1 for the design of four new stent unit cells, in addition to Design 1 in Section 2.1. The
optimization phase essentially preserves the selected functional, the material properties, and the input parameters to
microSIMPATY as for Design 1, except for the lower and upper bounds of the components of the stiffness tensor
(eC , eC) in (11), and for the starting radius r f of the Helmholtz filter, differently set for each design as summarized
n Table 2. We remark that the constrained stiffness tensor components chosen to drive this analysis are meant to

odulate the stent stiffness along one of the main directions and to possibly favor the auxetic behavior of the unit
ells, in accordance with [28]. In detail, Design 2 is the output of the optimization when microSIMPATY is applied
o narrow intervals for E H

1111,ρh
and E H

1122,ρh
; Design 3 is the output when imposing negative values of E H

1122,ρh
in

the optimization strategy, with a view to an auxetic stent design; Designs 4 and 5 are considered to investigate the
sensitivity of the final layout with respect to the range for E H

1111,ρh
and E H

1122,ρh
.

The optimized densities τ delivered by microSIMPATY for the five parameter settings are shown in Fig. 6,
together with the associated geometries (where the clear-cut designs τ are repositioned and converted into the .stl

format). From this figure, the heterogeneity of the stent cells is evident. The originality of the optimized layouts
stands out when compared with common designs currently employed in the production of commercial stents [3].
14
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Table 3
Designs 1–5. Volume fraction characterizing the final
microSIMPATY layout.

Volume fraction (%)

Design 1 6.11
Design 2 7.52
Design 3 6.55
Design 4 16.55
Design 5 5.56

By visual inspection, it turns out that: Designs 2 and 3 exhibit thinner connection struts, essentially aligned with
he horizontal and vertical directions; Designs 4 and 5 generate more closely connected structures and are more
imilar to Design 1, by offering a diagonal rotation and stretching of the cell unit of the latter.

Some quantitative comments on the output of microSIMPATY are in order. We first consider the converged
bjective functional, namely the minimization of the contact area between the stent and the arterial walls, expressed
n terms of material volume fraction (see Table 3). The final layouts feature a 5.6%–7.5% volume fraction of the
nitial design domain, consistently with the very thin struts characterizing the designs in Fig. 6. In these cases, the
ignificant minimization of JS can be ascribed to the wide ranges selected for the constraints. Conversely, Design
represents an exception, with a final 16.55% volume fraction, which is promoted by the larger values enforced

or E H
1122,ρh

(see Table 2). As a general consideration, we remark that the values achieved for the volume fraction
re similar to or even lower than the ones characterizing the stents available on the market.

As a last check, we provide the homogenized stiffness tensor for the cells, given by (23) for Design 1 and

EH
τ =

⎛⎝ 0.600 0.151 −0.002
0.151 0.099 0.0003

−0.002 0.0003 0.009

⎞⎠ for Design 2,

EH
τ =

⎛⎝ 0.289 −0.200 −0.077
−0.200 0.196 0.066
−0.077 0.066 0.025

⎞⎠ for Design 3,

EH
τ =

⎛⎝ 0.824 0.772 0.066
0.772 0.848 0.057
0.066 0.057 0.368

⎞⎠ for Design 4,

EH
τ =

⎛⎝ 0.510 0.519 −0.376
0.519 0.539 −0.384

−0.376 −0.384 0.298

⎞⎠ for Design 5.

The optimized values E H
1111,τ and E H

1122,τ are compliant with the lower and upper bounds summarized in Table 2
for all the design cases. It is worth noticing that E H

1122,τ is just above the lower bound for Designs 1, 2, 4, 5 and
just below the upper bound in the case of Design 3. This can be justified since the optimization process reduces the
volume fraction at the expense of stiffness, within the allowed ranges for the constrained components. This trend
is less evident for E H

1111,τ due to the wider range of admissible values.

3.2. Structural mechanics simulations

In this section, we carry out the FE structural analysis set in Section 2.3 on the 3D stent models associated with
the 2D unit cells in Fig. 6. Virtual crimping is adopted to discriminate among the five stent layouts. For each stent
model, the distributions of the maximum principal strain at the initial and at the minimum crimping diameter are
presented in Fig. 7 (we refer also to Table 4 for corresponding quantitative data).

From virtual crimping, we observe that: Design 2 is subject to severe buckling instability issues which do not
allow for complete stent crimping (Fig. 7, panel (B)); Design 3 exhibits several auto-contacts between the stent
struts at the beginning of the crimping, that prevent a further reduction of the catheter diameter and ultimately

impede the finalization of the crimping procedure (Fig. 7, panel (C)); Design 4 reports structural integrity issues,
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Fig. 7. Designs 1–5. Maximum principal strain at the initial (top) and at minimum (bottom) crimping diameter. Half stent of each design
is represented in section.

Table 4
Designs 1–5. Minimum crimping diameter and corresponding peak value of the
maximum principal strain.

Min crimping diameter (mm) Peak max principal strain (%)

Design 1 2.3 10.0
Design 2 5.4 12.7
Design 3 5.3 11.1
Design 4 4.0 18.0
Design 5 2.3 15.0

with a peak of maximum principal strain larger than the value of elongation at break. On the contrary, it turns out
that Designs 1 and 5 can be adequately crimped. In particular, with reference to Table 4, Designs 1 and 5 allow
reaching the target minimum catheter diameter, 2.3 mm, whereas the other three devices fail. Moreover, Design 1 is
characterized by the lowest overall value of the peak maximum principal strain and, consequently, it has the lowest
risk for structural failure throughout the device deployment procedure [18].

As a second level of investigation, radial force and foreshortening as a function of the crimping diameter are
analyzed (see Fig. 8). A nonlinear trend shows up, to be ascribed to the combined effect of the material super-
elasticity and buckling instabilities. Designs 1 and 5, namely the only stents that complete the crimping step, exhibit
a hysteresis cycle as it typically occurs in self-expandable NiTi devices. By analyzing Fig. 8 (panel (A)), we remark
that Designs 4 and 5 attain the highest and the lowest values of the radial force at the beginning of the crimping step,
respectively. Interestingly, Design 1 and 5 show near constant values of the radial force for the range of crimping
diameters equal to [5.5 mm, 2.3 mm] and [6 mm, 4 mm], respectively. In panel (B), we can appreciate that Designs

1, 4 and 5 exhibit near equal foreshortening values at the beginning of the crimping step, whereas Design 2 presents
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Fig. 8. Designs 1–5. Normalized radial force (A) and foreshortening (B) as a function of the crimping diameter. Details are shown for the
initial part of the curves. The dotted line marks the intersection between the stent and a vessel with a constant diameter of 6 mm, throughout
the expansion step.

Table 5
Designs 1 and 5. Normalized radial force and foreshort-
ening values at the crimping diameter of 6 mm in the
expansion step.

Radial force (N/mm) Foreshortening

Design 1 0.65 0.112
Design 5 0.17 0.105

much lower values. Design 3 takes negative values with an inversion of the trend at the beginning of the crimping
step, behaving as an auxetic structure.

Finally, the radial force and the foreshortening values at the diameter of 6 mm during virtual stent expansion
re presented in Table 5. We here consider only Designs 1 and 5 since they complete the entire crimping cycle.
arkedly different radial force characterizes the two designs.

.3. CFD simulations

Based on the results of the structural analysis, Designs 1 and 5 emerge as potential candidates for innovative stent
esign. For this reason, CFD simulations for the evaluation of the hemodynamic performance of the stent models
re confined to the devices built on Designs 1 and 5 only. The hemodynamic performance is evaluated in terms
f the WSS-based quantities introduced in Section 2.4, namely TAWSS and TSVI, whose luminal distributions are
apped over the stented region in Fig. 9. The two designs exhibit similar TAWSS distributions (Fig. 9, top, panels

A) and (B)), with low values localized around the stent struts, and high values located in regions between the struts
i.e., in the stent unit cell central area). Moreover, both stent models present the highest TAWSS in the proximal
egment, where an open cell configuration characterizes the stents ring. As for the TSVI luminal distribution, high
ariations in the WSS contraction/expansion action along the cardiac cycle are mainly located proximal and distal to
he stent struts, according to previous observations in commercially available stents (Fig. 9, bottom, panels (A) and
B)) [77]. In both stent models, the highest TSVI values (> 5000 m−1) are located at the stent peaks and valleys,
nd at the links between the stent rings. Conversely, lower TSVI values characterize the central region of stent unit
ells. Overall, a co-localization between low TAWSS and high TSVI values in the proximity of the stent struts is
bservable in both stent models.

Despite the observed similarities in TAWSS and TSVI luminal distributions, the extension of the luminal surface
egions exposed to low TAWSS and high TSVI values is larger in the stent model based on Design 1. This is
onfirmed by the quantitative analysis of the distributions of TAWSS and TSVI on the luminal surface region
round a single stent ring (see violin plots in Fig. 9, panel (C)). In particular, the stent ring associated with Design
17
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Fig. 9. Color maps of TAWSS (top) and TSVI (bottom) along the luminal surface of stented region of Design 1 (A) and Design 5
(B). Violin plots (C) of TAWSS (top) and TSVI (bottom) for a single stent ring (white-highlighted in (A) and (B)).

1 presents lower TAWSS and higher TSVI median values as compared to the model corresponding to Design 5
(0.07 [0.03–0.17] Pa versus 0.12 [0.05–0.29] Pa, and 4408 [2359–8237] m−1 versus 3290 [1750–5987] m−1,
espectively).

. Discussion

In the following, we critically examine the results of the proposed TO-based strategy for peripheral stents design,
ith a view to a possible practical employment and to future enhancements of the workflow.

.1. Innovation onto the state of the art

The inverse homogenization TO-based computational framework in Section 2.1 offers a disruptive workflow. In
he first step of the process, microSIMPATY algorithm is employed to systematically yield unconventional unit cells,
nstrumental to the design of new self-expandable femoral stents (second step). Compared with the contributions in
he literature [26,27] where TO drives the proposal of new stent designs, the approach here introduced resorts to
nverse homogenization to efficiently deal with the interplay between the unit cell prototyping and the properties
f the whole device. In addition, the process turns out to be general, going beyond the design of auxetic stents as
ddressed in [28,29]. A further innovative feature characterizing the new pipeline is represented by the employment
f computational meshes highly customized to the TO process. This peculiarity makes the whole design process
ime- and cost-effective, and promotes completely original layouts.

In the last two steps of the workflow, a verification is accomplished to determine the biomechanical performance
uaranteed by the new stent designs, focusing on the actual geometric, structural and hemodynamic properties.
n particular, the new workflow also takes into account the minimum requirement for usability, by simulating the

evice crimping up to the catheter diameter.
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4.2. New stent designs: The topology optimization process

The considerable versatility of the new design process is confirmed by the high heterogeneity exhibited by the
roof-of-concept layouts in Section 3.1, in terms of both topology and mechanical/hemodynamic performance (see
ections 3.2 and 3.3). This variety of solutions is unlocked by the different choices for the objective functional
nd for the constraints of the optimization problem (11), as well as by the numerical parameters involved in
lgorithm 1 (see, e.g., [69,49]). In this context, a key role is played by the selected ranges for the homogenized

tiffness tensor components, promoting the proposal of unit cells with an original layout when compared with
he ones commonly employed in the stent production. From a mathematical viewpoint, the heterogeneity of the
opologically optimized layout can be ascribed to the non-convexity of problem (11), namely to the existence
f several local minima [25]. Moreover, the adoption of an anisotropic mesh adaptation in the design process
eads to fully sustainable computations. For instance, the prototyping of a new stent unit cell requires, on average,
5 minutes on a standard laptop.

In more detail, the analysis carried out in Section 3.1 highlights that large values for the homogenized stiffness
ensor components promote high volume fractions (i.e., a high contact area), while wide ranges for the constraints
ead to a relevant reduction of the volume fraction (i.e., a low contact area). The obtained volume fractions are in
he range 5−7% (except for Design 4 with 16.55%), which are smaller with respect to those of some commercially
vailable femoral stents, such as the EverFlex stent (EV3, Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland), characterized by a volume
raction of around 18%.

Concerning the homogenized stiffness tensor components, we remark that the optimization procedure reduces
he volume fraction at the expense of the stiffness.

To summarize, all the considerations above have to be taken into account in a realistic modeling of new stents
n order to match the recommended pre-clinical assessment targets.

.3. New stent designs: Structural mechanics and CFD analysis

The FE analysis suggests that only Designs 1 and 5 meet the minimum requirements for usability throughout
he implantation procedure, in terms of device crimpability into the catheter. When compared to Design 5, Design

exhibits: a lower value of the peak maximum principal strain at the catheter diameter, i.e., a higher safety in
erms of structural integrity, with reference to the material elongation at break limit; a higher radial force; a similar
oreshortening at the implantation diameter (see Table 5).

More in detail, despite the regulatory documentation [38,37] does not enforce limit values, the radial force should
ot be too low, to avoid incomplete apposition of the stent to the vessel wall, nor excessive, to limit injuring of the
urrounding tissue; the foreshortening should be ideally as close as possible to zero, to precisely implant the device
nto the vessel [3]. In [83], the authors experimentally evaluated the radial force generated by three commercially
vailable self-expandable peripheral stents, when considering a radial compression of 1 mm in diameter, establishing
hat such a force is expected to be in the range [0.4 N/mm, 1 N/mm]. The radial force of Designs 1 and 5, at the
ame diameter of radial compression, are equal to 0.65 N/mm and 0.17 N/mm, respectively (Table 4). Accordingly,
he radial force generated by Design 1 is within the admissible range, whereas Design 5 features a force value out
f the range.

With reference to hemodynamics, Design 1, which is characterized by a slightly higher volume fraction, exhibits
ower TAWSS and higher TSVI median values than Design 5 (Fig. 9). It follows that Design 1 may be subject to
higher risk of ISR [77,34,84,85].
Summarizing, the findings of the structural mechanics and fluid dynamics analyses suggest that Design 1 performs

etter in terms of mechanical characteristics (i.e., lower peak maximum principal strain, radial force in the range of
ommercial devices), while Design 5 is better in terms of geometric (i.e., lower contact area) and hemodynamics
haracteristics. Further investigation is required to define the best stent design, through the execution of other in
ilico tests (e.g., crush and kink tests) and the fabrication of real prototypes for a final in vitro assessment.

.4. Current limits and future perspectives

The proposed workflow proved to be a reliable computational tool to generate innovative stents that ensure

dequate performances in terms of usability, radial force and hemodynamics, although limited to a specific setting
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of design and validation criteria. In particular, the choice for the selected components of the homogenized stiffness
tensor and for the associated range of variation in Section 3 has to be meant just as a possible design instance, that
allows us to tune the stent stiffness along one of the main directions and, possibly, to promote the auxetic behavior
of the unit cells, in accordance with [28]. Concerning the validation, the mechanical performance of the stents has
been assessed by simulating the radial crimping only, since it represents the most relevant loading condition that
the stent undergoes through the implantation procedure.

It is worth noticing that the proposed design workflow is flexible and modular. This property unlocks the
ossibility to endow the design and verification phases with diversified requirements and a posteriori tests. It could
e of interest to constrain other stiffness tensor components, for instance to model a multi-axial loading or to
mpose an isotropic mechanical response. As for the mechanical tests, we plan to assess complex loading scenarios
n femoropopliteal arteries, such as bending, torsion, axial compression and tension, and pinching, related to the
ower limb movements [31,32].

In order to broaden the range of applications, the potentiality of the current workflow could be further enhanced
y introducing more massive modifications to the problem setting in (11). As a possible, although very challenging,
mprovement, we plan to include the requirements currently employed to a posteriori assess the biomechanical
ehavior of new stent devices into the optimization problem (11), for instance as additional constraints or by
odifying the goal functional. With this regard, a multiphysics TO-based approach could be developed, thus driving

he optimization by means of both structural mechanics and fluid dynamics requirements. Also, it would be of
nterest to incorporate as parameters of the optimization process the strut thickness and the number of circumferential
epetitions of the stent [86,87], which are maintained fixed at this stage of the study.

In view of industry-driven applications, possible improvements relate to: the introduction of manufacturability
onstraints and of CAD-compatible discretizations [88,89] in the design of 2D stent unit cells; the choice of
he selected alloy, in order to take into account the dependence of the NiTi material properties on the chemical
omposition and on the thermo-mechanical processing operations [90]; the extension of the proposed pipeline to
he design of medical devices for other cardiovascular applications or in different medical areas (we refer to [50]
or an instance of orthopedic application).

. Conclusions

In the last decade the technological innovation in femoral artery stenting has been incremental, with minimal
odifications to the geometry of consolidated stent designs, resulting in marginal improvements in stents per-

ormance. Such an incremental approach considerably limits the proposal of innovative devices on the market.
n the contrary, the computational workflow here presented enables the creation of breakthrough designs of self-

xpandable femoral artery stents, thanks to the employment of inverse homogenization TO for the generation of new
tent unit cells that meet specific design requirements. Five proof-of-concept stent layouts with different topologies
ere successfully generated and in silico verifications were carried out to assess the associated mechanical and

hemodynamic performance. Two of the identified stent designs exhibited promising results in terms of stent usability
throughout the implantation procedure, low values for the surface contact area and adequate radial force.

Overall, the method has to be meant as a proof-of-concept to assess the capability of the workflow in Fig. 1 to
match a set of specific requirements for the stent design. The versatility of the involved methodology guarantees
the generalization of the whole process to different objectives, up to a patient-specific setting.
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